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Interview with Nick Ord, General Director of Gleeds France SAS

Your partner for your building
Often costs of building projects go adrift – prices are too high and innovative solutions often turn out to be out of touch with reality. Then it is high time to call in an expert who has
a strong grip on the entire building project and a close eye on all costs involved. Gleeds
France, part of the global Gleeds group, has emerged as the leading independent property
and cost management consultant. At its Paris headquarters, the company can fall back on an
international team that knows the exact requirements of its customers in construction, property and related sectors.

The company is the first address to provide consultancy on property and construction projects

1980 and has been able to realise

agement. “It is my job to diversify

numerous high-profile projects

our portfolio and our customer

in the hotel, education, retail and

base. When I started working for

office sectors. “In our first French

Gleeds, about 80% of the con-

years, we were particularly strong

sultancy was related to hotel con-

in hotel renovation and construc-

struction and renovation projects.

tion projects, but this strong posi-

Now, we are active in various sec-

tion in the market could only be

tors,” says Mr. Ord. “We are one of

achieved when we moved out of

the last independent names that

the 19th arrondissement,” points

are exclusively active in the private

out Mr. Ord. “In 2005, a new

sector. However, we are not merely

management team took over, and

a project management company

in only three years’ time we were

but also act as surveyor who has a

able to operate in the black again.

close eye on quality and costs. We

It was in those years that we were

really provide a fully integrated ser-

“It is above all our experience in

London-based Gleeds Group since

active in the hotel sector. While we

vice portfolio to take into account

the construction and property

2006. Gleeds can look back on

started with only six employees, we

property- and cost-related aspects.

market in combination with an

a long history in project and cost

can now rely on a workforce of 34

In particular, the latter has become

inside know-how in cost control

management. The management

people.”

a major point when taking on a

that have gained us the confidence

and construction consultancy was

of our customers. It is essential

founded in 1885 and is now ac-

Mr. Ord has been working for

ject.” In addition, Gleeds France

for them to realise a construction

tive around the globe, employing a

Gleeds since 2006, and in 2014

offers technical evaluation, includ-

project without any interruptions

workforce of 1,600 people at its 65

he took over the company’s man-

ing all the required reporting.

or surprises, and they also want to

offices in 21 countries. The French

keep a firm grip on the costs. It is

subsidiary started to operate in

new building or renovation pro-

not the first time that project costs
are suddenly exploding,” points
out Nick Ord, General Director of
Gleeds France who has been working for the French subsidiary of the
EUROPEAN
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Gleeds France SAS
7 Rue d’Artois
75008 Paris
France

 +33 140 386424
 +33 140 383223
 gleeds@gleeds.fr
 fr.gleeds.com

“If a customer wants to acquire a

still has a long history of working

building, we evaluate the current

in this sector and unequalled ex-

condition and estimate the neces-

perience in hotel refurbishment,

sary investments for the coming

it is well aware of the challenges

three, five or ten years,” says Mr.

it brings about. Previous clients

Ord. “This provides the customer

include the Ritz Hotel in Paris. All

with the status quo and enables him

hotels have a natural cycle and

to better evaluate an acquisition.”

have to undergo renovation periodically, regardless of the economic

Gleeds France manages projects

situation. “Often it is most favour-

ranging from 100,000 to more

able that a renovation is carried out

than 100 million EU, deploying the

when the occupancy level is quite

appropriate staff for every project.

low. It was the hotel sector that led

As many customers derive from

us through the crisis years some

the hotel world and Gleeds France

ten years ago,” states Mr. Ord.

Gleeds has been involved in renovation and new building projects throughout France

“Today, we experience a strong

sification for the upcoming years.

and dynamic market, especially

“We are a small but committed

after the new French government

team that is multi-lingual and

was elected. There is a positive

knows the French culture, work

mood in the market right now, and

ethos and administration, which

we are experiencing new impulses.

is always a great advantage when

However, there are also uncertain-

dealing with international custom-

ties over the effects of the coming

ers and construction companies,”

Brexit and terror attacks through-

points out Mr. Ord. “And we are

out Europe.”

one of the last independent property and construction consultants

5
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Ritz Hotel in Paris

that have not been acquired by

Gleeds France may have to face,

large engineering companies. This

the company is highly optimistic

also makes us stand out against

regarding both growth and diver-

our competitors.”

❙
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Gleeds managed the complete renovation of the 27,000

m2

Despite the future challenges that

Interview with Ulf Nilsson, CEO of D. Carnegie & Co AB

Refurbishment formula for
safer suburbs
The 1960s and 1970s saw a boom in residential housing developments across many parts of Europe. Today, many of those properties
are in dire need of renovation, which often renders whole apartment
blocks uninhabitable for a significant period of time, causing disruption for tenants and loss of income for owners. D. Carnegie & Co AB,
a Stockholm-based property developer, has established a more efficient and profitable way of managing such projects and now owns over
18,000 properties around the Greater Stockholm area.
The company acquires properties

Carnegie’s success is due, in part,

and refurbishes them gradually,

to the way the company has effec-

in line with natural tenant turno-

tively industrialized the renovation

ver points. “When an apartment

process. It owns and manages a

becomes vacant, we renovate it

huge number of very similar prop-

completely,” explains CEO Ulf Nils-

erties – up to 2,000 apartments in

son. “We alter the layout, rewire

each area – and each renovation

the electrics, change the heating

is more or less identical, using

system, and install a new bath-

the same suppliers and materials.

room and kitchen, complete with

This enables Carnegie to leverage

washing machine, dishwasher and

significant economies of scale and

stone worktops. We rip out and

undertake good quality yet cost

renew everything; only the original

efficient refurbishments. When

concrete is left. This enables us to

the renovations are complete, the

increase the rent by up to 45%,

company sets the same of rent

and the value of the property in-

levels for equivalent properties

creases by twice the investment

across its portfolio.

cost.” Carnegie does not only fo-

Carnegie acquires large numbers of properties in the suburbs of
Stockholm; these are renovated as tenants leave, and relet at an increased yet affordable rate
EUROPEAN
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cus on the inside of its properties.

The company’s properties are

The exterior aspects, including

largely located in the suburbs of

staircases, windows, balconies,

Stockholm. Following completion

roofs, and laundry facilities are

of the purchase of 1,700 new

also refurbished. “When we are

apartments in three different areas

done with a building, it is like new,

in May 2017, Carnegie now owns

both inside and outside,” adds Mr.

over 18,000 properties. In 2016,

Nilsson. “When we acquire a prop-

it renovated 1,253 dwellings. “We

erty, both the net operating income

focus on properties in the suburbs

(NOI) and rental revenues are low.

rather than the city,” stresses Mr.

We buy them cheaply and invest,

Nilsson. “Most were built between

and the value increases over time.”

1965 and 1975 and are in good

www.european-business.com
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The company focuses on the whole living environment, and supports
social projects such as parks and sports clubs to engender community
spirit

Each equivalent property is refurbished using identical, good quality
materials and the same suppliers, to benefit from economies of scale

locations. These are attractive

like cleaning and planting flow-

in many guises since its foundation

the total refurbishment of some

areas where property prices con-

ers. We try to engender a sense

in 1803, and has operated as a

sites. We want to show that our

tinue to climb. This means that our

of pride and responsibility for the

property developer since 2013. It

approach really works. These are

portfolio constantly grows in value

local environment, and create an

became a listed company in 2015

areas which must be turned into

and profitability and is therefore

area where people want to live.”

and is a member of various prop-

more attractive and safer places

sustainable.”

Stockholm currently has a waiting

erty indexes. Mr. Nilsson attributes

for everyone.”

list of 500,000 for rental proper-

Carnegie’s success to a successful

Having created a successful for-

ties; in 2016 only 12,000 were

strategy, and a little luck. “We sim-

mula for the housing renovations,

able to secure accommodation.

ply had the right idea at the right

Carnegie is now looking to build on

Carnegie is aiming to acquire up

time,” he says. “We had a good

its success by taking a more holis-

to 2,000 properties per year; when

business model from the start,

tic view of the living environment it

new tenants are required, it needs

and, fortunately, property values

provides to its tenants. “We want

look no further than the public

have continued to increase while

to look at the surroundings – the

waiting list, helping to alleviate the

interest rates have remained low.

parks, local sports clubs for young-

housing crisis while maximizing

Our aim for the next five years is to

sters and other social projects. Our

profits by ensuring its properties

continue to grow, and to complete

aim is to create safe and attractive

are never empty.

neighbourhoods,” reveals the CEO.
“Our ultimate goal is to generate a

The Carnegie name is an old, re-

sense of social responsibility within

spected brand, which has existed

the community, something like a

❙

D. Carnegie & Co AB
Engelbrektsplan 1
11434 Stockholm
Sweden

 +46 8 12131723
 info@dcarnegie.se
 www.dcarnegiegroup.se

neighbourhood watch. We already
support residents with facilities
where they can meet and get to

Carnegie is headquartered in the city of
Stockholm, with 14 local offices around
the Greater Stockholm area

know each other. We have recently
appointed a number of safety
hosts; often these are immigrants
who speak Arabic and can talk
to young people and encourage
respect for each other. In the summer, when the schools are closed,
we hire students for simple jobs

www.european-business.com
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Interview with Stefan Ritt, VP and Head of Global Marketing & Communications at SLM Solutions Group AG

True child of digitization
SLM Solutions Group AG is upending centuries of established metal manufacturing practices
with its introduction of state-of-the-art 3D metal printers, which have the capacity to create
incredibly intricate components quickly and efficiently. With an SLM printer also comes indepth consulting services, giving operators the ability to effectively translate a design concept into a finished product. Suitable for all industrial sectors, the versatility of SLM 3D metal
printers has launched SLM Solutions Group AG to the forefront of additive manufacturing.
European Business magazine met with SLM Solution’s VP and Head of Global Marketing &
Communications, Stefan Ritt, to learn more about this revolutionary technology.

EB: Let’s begin with your com-

tive technology, it’s important that

pany’s name, SLM Solutions Group

operators have a good grasp of the

AG. Does it stand for something

full capabilities of the 3D printers.

specific?

Our products are designed to perform such complex tasks that it is

Stefan Ritt: SLM is an acronym

a shame when they are not pushed

for Selective Laser Melting, which

to their full potential.

is really at the core of 3D metal
printing technology. It refers to the
process of thinly layering metal
powder while simultaneously melting those layers with precision
lasers – this is the basic concept

400 cobalt-chrome tooth caps and crown blanks custom printed by the SLM 280

behind 3D metal printing. In addition to our printers, our company

EB: 3D printing is certainly a trend-

some metal powder in the front,

also facilitates training on the func-

ing topic in today’s business and

and that the finished product falls

tionality of the machines, either

media circles. Has this level of

out the back – this simply isn’t the

at the SLM Solutions Group AG

awareness also been beneficial to

case. It requires design, simulation

headquarters in Lübeck or on-site.

your company?

in advance, then heat treatment,

When dealing with such innova-

milling, rotating, analysis, x-ray,
Stefan Ritt: Yes, there has been

computed tomography – depend-

quite a lot of buzz surrounding

ing on the industry – only then can

the rise in 3D printing recently.

the parts be used. This complex

Unfortunately, this has also led to

process often leads to communica-

quite a few misconceptions about

tion problems, which is the reason

how our metal printers work. Peo-

why we also offer comprehensive

ple assume that you just pour in

consulting services.

Stefan Ritt, VP and Head of Global
Marketing & Communications at
SLM Solutions Group AG
EUROPEAN
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EB: Misconceptions aside, the
capacity to produce intricate
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SLM 280 is an exceptionally highperformance printer, which offers both
a large build capacity and dual laser
technology

metal designs with an in-house 3D
printer has got to be an exciting
prospect for many companies, regardless of industry.
Stefan Ritt: Of course, there are
no limits to the applications for

EB: What draws you personally to

our machines. Because the metal

this line of work?

printers use layers of fine metal
powder, there are virtually no re-

Stefan Ritt: At 57 years old I have

strictions on how the internal struc-

had the unique opportunity to work

ture is designed. This is absolutely

across generations with profession-

not the case in traditional foundries

als who bring a refreshing mix of

or milling shops.

expertise, technical skills and innovative perspectives to the table.

EB: Is there a major difference in

I am an engineer – mind, body

resource consumption between

and soul – living every engineer’s

the two methods as well?

dream, which is to find an entry
point into all industrial sectors,

Stefan Ritt: Absolutely! Time is ob-

more tangible resource-conserving

Stefan Ritt: Our machines are an

from aerospace to automotive,

viously the most valuable resource

element of the SLM machines

investment, but more importantly,

household appliances to telecom-

in the digital age, which is why we

is the fact that 90% of the metal

we want to get to know the people

munications. Most people in my

see companies investing more in

powder can be re-used for the next

behind them. It is about reliability,

profession don’t get a chance to

digital solutions. 3D printers allow

printing job, whereas a standard

longevity, and market awareness.

experience that sort of variety in

businesses to bypass certain steps

milling process wastes between 40

Our customers buy a product that

their work.

in the production process that are

to 50% of its metal inputs.

comes with a trust of five to seven

generally both inefficient and time-

years, from which a solid partner-

EB: What are some of the major

consuming. When using SLM met-

EB: This must have a notable

ship develops. This is more valua-

career highlights you have expe-

al printers, you can dispense with

impact on a company’s profit mar-

ble than just a pretty machine. We

rienced during your time at SLM

mold construction completely, sig-

gins over time. Is this your biggest

maintain long-term partnerships

Solutions?

nificantly decreasing both produc-

selling point when working with

with our clients.

tion costs and wait times. Another

clients?

SLM metal powder provides the foundation for every 3D-printed design, and is
90% reusable

SLM Solutions Group AG
Roggenhorster Strasse 9c
23556 Lübeck
Germany
 +49 451 160820
 +49 451 16082250
 info@slm-solutions.com
 www.slm-solutions.com
www.european-business.com
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Interview with Stefan Ritt, VP and Head of Global Marketing & Communications at SLM Solutions Group AG

Bionically optimized lightweight component of aircraft wing

3D-printed aluminium automatic transmission gear plate

In brief
Core Competence

Glossy jet engine turbine blade, designed and produced using
SLM technology in IN 718

Stefan Ritt: In 2014 and again in

vative technologies, like General

SLM Solutions Group AG develops, produces and distributes
innovative selective laser melting systems, while also supporting clients by offering industry-specific know-how and
expertise.

2016, SLM Solutions was awarded

Electric, NASA, Airbus, VW, Audi

the Growth Champion title by Fo-

as well as numerous cutting-edge

cus Money magazine. That was

universities and research institutes

really very exciting for us, to be

to create designs that contribute to

Facts & Figures

recognized by a national media

the advancement of science and

outlet for our achievements. From

technology.

• Founded: 2006
• Structure: Publicly-traded company
• Branch offices: Lübeck, Detroit, Singapore, Shanghai,
Bangalore & Moscow
• Employees: 360
• Turnover: 100 million EUR
• Export: Globally

Products & Services

• 3D metal printers – SLM 500, SLM 800, SLM 125, SLM 280
• Metal powders and auxiliary parts for machines
• Consulting services

revenues of around 18 million
EUR in 2013 to about 100 mil-

EB: What do you foresee for the

lion EUR in 2017, SLM Solutions

future of 3D printing?

has established itself as a market
leader over a relatively short pe-

Stefan Ritt: Simply put, I predict

riod of time. Otherwise, I’ve really

that within just 50 to 100 years, 3D

enjoyed partnering up with some

printers will become an essential

major players in the field of inno-

component of every household.

Target Groups

• Automotive
• Tooling
• Research and Education
• Medical and Dental
• Energy
• Aviation and Aeronautics

Fairs & Exhibitions

100 trade fairs and conferences annually – an event every
other working day

Future

SLM Solutions Group AG operates with the objective of growing as a company in order to become the leading player in
the field of 3D printing technology.
EUROPEAN
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Aluminium wheel for a Lunar Rover, intricately built by a SLM 280 machine
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Interview with Jan Přibyl, Owner of
Hast Retail, s.r.o.

Shopfitting as art
In many ways, shop design has been elevated to an art form. A huge
amount of thought goes into designing the perfect display – one that
shows products to their best advantage and maximizes sales. Hast
Retail, s.r.o. in the Czech Republic is a full service shopfitter, offering everything from design to manufacture and installation. Over
the past ten years, it has carved a leading position in a competitive
niche.
Modern shop design reflects the brand
values of the products on display

The majority of the work Hast Re-

components such as staircases

scope for creativity, unlike work

fit out premises anywhere in the

tail undertakes is in the UK, Ger-

and railings, to a full service pro-

for the major retail chains where

world. It has already built up an

many and Switzerland rather than

vider of complete shop interiors

corporate image and branding

impressive global list of references.

in its home country, but it sees its

and exteriors. It recently moved to

tends to dictate the concept from

“There are, however, practical is-

the start.”

sues to consider, which is why our

m2

premises in Ostrava

Czech location as an advantage.

new 7,500

“We are based in Ostrava to the

to meet growing demand and bring

east of Prague,” says company

all of its activities under one roof.

Vertical integration is the key to

and Switzerland,” adds Mr. Přibyl.

founder and owner Jan Přibyl. “It

“Most of our work is in the fashion

Hast Retail’s reactivity. With all of

“One of our areas of interest for the

is a former mining region and of-

retail sector,” describes Mr. Přibyl.

the necessary expertise in house,

future is the banking sector. Bank

fers us a big pool of people with

“We work on flagship stores in

it can move forward quickly and

interiors used to be heavy and

technical skills and a collaborative

top city center locations as well as

keep to deadlines. The only brake

solid to project an atmosphere of

attitude from which to recruit. That

outlets of major chains scattered

to this is the way the market is

security. Now the big retail banks

is crucial to our continuing devel-

around out-of-town shopping mall

structured. “In most cases we do

want a lighter touch. We want to

opment.”

units. We have also gained quite

not work directly with the global

give it to them.”

a bit of experience in fitting out

chains but through intermediar-

Founded in 2006, Hast Retail

rooms for boutique hotels in a

ies,” explains Mr. Přibyl. “It is a

has evolved rapidly from being a

number of European cities. These

highly fragmented, competitive

contract manufacturer of metal

projects generally give us greater

market.” In theory, Hast Retail can

main focus is on the UK, Germany

❙

Hast Retail, s.r.o.
Novoveska 2064/5E
70900 Ostrava
Czech Republic

 +420 558 271541

11 www.european-business.com

Hast Retail prides itself on the creativity of its
partner/cooperating designers

 info@hastretail.cz
 www.hastretail.cz
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Lightness is a common theme in today’s shop design

Interview with Thomas Wenzlow, Sales Manager for Germany
and Eastern Europe at Hyundai WIA Europe GmbH

Banging the drum for Korean
machine tools
The name Hyundai is synonymous with quality cars made in Korea, which are becoming increasingly popular in the European market for their robust construction and reliability. Less
well-known is that Hyundai also manufactures machine tools which are used not only in the
automotive industry but in many other industries where metalworking is a core function.
Hyundai WIA Europe GmbH, headquartered in Offenbach near Frankfurt in Germany, provides customers across Europe with complete machine tool solutions of the impressive quality which is widely associated with the name Hyundai.

“Our machine tools were originally

service center in Raunheim, the

developed by Hyundai in Korea

company provides both standard

for use in the company’s own car

and bespoke machine tools for

production before being launched

many applications, partnering with

on the third party market in the

33 dealers across Europe. “The

1970s,” explains Thomas Wen-

dealers are the first contact point

zlow, Sales Manager for Germany

for customers for sales and ser-

and Eastern Europe. “Machines

vice. For complex queries that the

which are used to make cars that

dealer cannot resolve, our techni-

come with a seven year guaran-

cal team in Offenbach steps in to

tee have to be pretty good.” The

support the customer,” underlines

machine tools are manufactured

Mr. Wenzlow. Hyundai WIA dis-

in Korea while Hyundai WIA is the

tributes vertical and horizontal

European sales subsidiary. From

machining centers, CNC turning

its head office in Offenbach and

centers, robotic automation sys-

The XF6300, launched in 2016, is an
innovative five-axis vertical machining center

EUROPEAN

business

Hyundai WIA specializes in horizontal and vertical machinery centers which are
manufactured in Korea and distributed by the European sales subsidiary

tems and powertrain processing

many such standard machines,

and assembly lines. “We supply

in particular to Turkey, Italy and

the whole portfolio of cutting ma-

Poland; however, in Sweden for

chine tools,” continues the Sales

example, we more commonly sup-

Manager. “We offer more than

ply bespoke machines which are

just standard machines, we are a

designed to meet very specific cus-

system partner providing complete

tomer requirements.” Hyundai WIA

solutions. Of course, we supply in-

is currently expanding its portfolio;

dividual machines, but equally, we

it recently launched the XF6300,

also fit out whole production units.

a five-axis vertical machining

Our machines have been tailored

center and has already sold 17 of

to the European market and, as

this innovative new model. The

they are designed as a modular

machine’s smaller brother, the

concept, can be constructed in

XF2000, will be revealed at the

different permutations. We deliver

Utrecht trade fair in April 2017.

www.european-business.com 12

Despite the company’s success in

the company numbers among the

Europe – besides its main markets,

top eight suppliers in the European

it also delivers to France and Ro-

market but the Sales Manager

mania – growth in one territory has

sees a tremendous opportunity to

so far remained relatively elusive.

improve this position. “In 2017 we

Germany, with its huge manufac-

anticipate selling 750 machines

turing and engineering centers,

with a turnover of some 56 million

currently accounts for only 10%

EUR; in the medium term we are

of the European business with just

aiming to increase this to 1,000

seven dealers across the country.

machines per year which will put

“We see huge potential in Ger-

us among the top five suppliers,”

many and we are working very

he says. Further innovation to

hard to step up our activities here

support this goal is already on the

and win more customers,” points

way, in the form of a joint project

out Mr. Wenzlow. Nevertheless,

with the University of Karlsruhe

In 2018 the company will open its new premises in Rüsselsheim, housing the European head office, service center and research and development unit

Hyundai WIA Europe GmbH
Kaiserleipromenade 5
63067 Offenbach
Germany

Hyundai also supplies CNC turning centers for
use in a range of applications

to develop software for machine

where European operations will be

and order sharing whereby it will

consolidated. “We also want to fit

be possible to operate machinery

out our dealers’ showrooms with

in different production locations

demonstration models,” reveals

remotely. Solid customer relation-

Mr. Wenzlow. “We are aiming to

ships are also an important factor

increase our customer base which

for future growth. “Our machinery

will involve, among other things, re-

represents significant investment

ally banging the advertising drum.

on the part of our clients, and we

We have to significantly raise the

offer them great value for money.

profile of Hyundai WIA because

We do all we can to support our

currently, many know Hyundai only

clients and enable them to make

for its cars and not for its machine

the right decisions. We take them,

tools.” Taking into consideration

for instance, to our manufacturing

the company’s ambitious plans and

facility in Korea to show them the

the market potential, you can be

quality of our production and what

sure that the days when potential

we are capable of.” With expansion

customers respond to sales calls

high on the agenda, in 2018 Hyun-

with ‘thank you but we don’t need

dai WIA will open its new, purpose-

any new cars at the moment’ will

built premises in Rüsselsheim,

very soon be history.

❙

The headquarters of Hyundai WIA
Europe is located in Offenbach, near
Frankfurt in Germany

 +49 69 2714 72709
 +49 69 2714 72719
 info@hyundai-wia.de
 machine.hyundai-wia.com/eu/
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Interview with Kurt Dillen, General Manager of Tokheim Belgium B.V.

Fueling innovation and
the future
Even though there has been a push toward using more renewable resources within the last few decades, many of the machines and technology the world depends on still run on fossil
fuels. Without this energy source, many of us could not drive
our cars, cook our food or heat our homes. Since so many
rely on either personal vehicles or public transportation to get
around, having a fast, easy and safe fuel retailing solution is
important and helps keep everyone moving. Tokheim Belgium
B.V., a member of the larger Dover Fueling Solutions, provides
top-of-the-line fuel dispensers, systems and payment options,
service, and project management to its customers.

General Manager Kurt Dillen

For more than a century, the com-

its highly experienced team of

at and access to over 40,000 sta-

wide customer base. “Our active

pany has been bringing quality fuel

global marketers and engineers

tions worldwide,” says Kurt Dillen,

network in more than 30 coun-

retailing solutions to the market.

work hard to continually develop

General Manager. This means

tries ensures we remain close to

Tokheim’s well-recognized logo,

innovative equipment that utilizes

that Tokheim is able to tap into a

customers at all times,” adds Mr.

which is proudly stamped on all

the newest and best way of doing

unique pool of real-time, real-life

Dillen. “We are there through every

its products, prominently features

things.

data. From new product develop-

step, from initial discussions, to

ments to project management to

delivery and installation, to aftersales support and future service.”

the word ‘quality’ to make sure its
customers have a daily reminder

At the heart of the business is its

after-sales support and service, the

of why they chose to work with the

unrivalled service network. “Our

company’s local standing, backed

business in the first place. To keep

strategic partner, Tokheim Solu-

by its global operation, makes the

Specific products and solutions of-

the firm at the top of the market,

tions, maintains a direct presence

firm the supplier of choice for a

fered by Tokheim include dispensers, systems, project management,
unmanned solutions, tank lining
solutions and much more. The
Belgium branch of the firm is the
headquarters for automatization
in the EMEA region. Here, pointof-sale systems that are installed
in shops and outdoor payment
terminals are manufactured. “We
work hard to keep our point-of-sale
systems modern since shops are
offering more and more services
to their customers,” says Mr. Dil-

Tokheim’s branch headquarters in Belgium

len. For example, the systems only
used to be used for things like fuel

EUROPEAN
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Tokheim Belgium B.V.
Everdongenlaan 31
2300 Turnhout
Belgium
 +32 14 448500
 +32 14 448555
 info@tokheim.com
 www.tokheim.com

many advanced and varied solutions, it is not willing to rest on
its achievements. The business
plans to widen its payment options to include mobile payment
methods like the new swiping of
smartphones and more near field
communication (NFC) contactless
choices. Tokheim also wants to
offer more services in the cloud to
make adjustments even easier for
itself and its clients. More alterna-

The company’s point-of-sale systems help keep
daily operations running smoothly

tive fuel options will continue to
be added to its systems as the

and maybe a snack or drink. Now,

promotions. A popular program is

What helps make Tokheim unique

alternatives hit the market, as well

convenience stores are selling

the combination of fuel and food

and even more attractive to its

as the continued addition of more

more and more products and ser-

purchases with earning points and

customers is that the firm sup-

loyalty programs as they are devel-

vices. Tokheim’s systems are able

buying services with those points.

plies to all parties, which means

oped. “We have also begun rolling

clients don’t have to replace the

out advertising media solutions

to accommodate all of them, like
fresh food, a restaurant, the sale

From a technological standpoint,

products once they have invested

that are displayed right at the fuel

of flowers, car washes and more.

Tokheim offers more software op-

in them. The company’s fuel point-

pumps,” adds Mr. Dillen. “We will

In order for fuel stations to distin-

tions and services in the cloud.

of-sale system is also open-ended.

continue to give our customers the

guish themselves, they work with

Customers in the various fuel sta-

This allows the business to keep

very best in every area.”

loyalty programs and offer various

tions have access to that system.

developing the same system, so

Its outdoor payment terminals at

customers need only make partial

unmanned stations closely fol-

investments like screen, software

low the regulations set out by the

and bar code updates. Tokheim’s

payment card industry (PCI) in

machines can also handle any type

regard to electronic payments. PCI

of fuel card. “For years, machines

mandates that stations have to buy

only accepted bank cards, but we

new machines at predetermined

developed our system to accept

intervals in order to fulfil the latest

a wide variety of card types, such

security requirements. “Our new

as loyalty cards,” states Mr. Dillen.

terminal is valid until 2027 and

“This allows the filling stations’

is the first in the world to comply

customers to have more flexibility,

with the new PCI5 regulation,”

which helps them increase their

explains Mr. Dillen. Including other

revenue and offer more services.”

fuel options in its systems is eas-

The business also uses the same

ily accomplished with a software

software for all clients in all coun-

upgrade. This allows Tokheim’s cli-

tries. This makes it easy for fuel

ents to adapt quickly to changing

station owners that have shops

market standards and demands.

in multiple countries to operate

A good example of this is the Ad-

smoothly.

❙

Blue fuel requirement in Belgium,
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which must be used by diesel en-

Even though the highly innova-

gines to reduce CO2 emissions.

tive company already offers so

The new 17-inch (43 cm) media
screens are an ideal advertising space

business
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Tokheim’s outdoor dispensers give customers a wide variety of choices

Interview with Matthias Löhr, Chief Representative and Partner of LB GmbH

Backwards and forwards
It is a highly diversified family business with activities in logistics, IT,
automation, manufacturing, e-commerce, temporary employment,
tenancy and facility management. And it is both looking backwards
and forwards. LB GmbH is committed to sustainable, long-term development of the company and keeping tried-and-tested family values alive. At the same time, the successful, medium-sized enterprise
is focused on digitalization, and seizing the vast opportunities offered
by this persistent trend which is affecting all areas of life – for its
customers and for itself.

Through its subsidiary WM Group, LB offers a wide variety of customer-specific
packaging solutions

Using the Group’s contract logistics services, customers can enhance operational
efficiency and reduce costs

LB – the two letters stand for ‘Löhr

ensure the successful continuity

competitors,” says Mr. Löhr. LB

LB is comprised of four business

Beteiligungen’, or Löhr Holdings

of the company as a family busi-

has based its business on four

divisions – Logistics, IT, Manu-

– is a family owned holding com-

ness. Everything else is secondary

core values – trust, passion, re-

facturing and Digitalization – as

pany with a strong position in the

to this.” What is self-evident for

sponsibility and modesty – and

well as a number of shareholdings

logistics market and a broad range

the Löhr family is that it wants to

propagates management by

in the areas of facility manage-

of operations in other, complemen-

be first, ahead of the competition,

values. “We expect our executive

ment and manpower services.

tary sectors. In all its activities, the

daring and willing to make deci-

team to live these values, every

medium-sized family enterprise

sions, and be close to employees

day,” explains Mr. Löhr.

is focused on sustainable, long-

and customers and their individual

term development. “We think in

needs. “In being first, daring and

generations rather than in years,”

close, we differ from

Matthias Löhr, Chief Representa-

all our

tive and Partner, says describing
the philosophy of LB. “Our
topmost objective is to

LB GmbH

Am Gut Baarking 21
46395 Bocholt
Germany
 +49 2871 289411
 +49 2871 289410
 info@lbgmbh.com
 www.lbgmbh.com
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The returns management team provides the complete
range of services, from replacements to repairs

The portfolio includes a broad range of value-added
services such as repackaging and quality control

All contract logistics services are tailored to the
customers’ individual requirements

The Logistics division includes

specializes in industrial automa-

office and commercial premises

the transaction in IT as we were

the WM Group with nine locations

tion, building automation, intralo-

and offers complementary services

conscious that efficient logistics

in Germany, Austria and the UK.

gistics and energy monitoring solu-

such as facility management and

require sophisticated IT solutions,”

Founded in 1951 and based in

tions. The Manufacturing division

IT solutions.

states Mr. Löhr. LB is developing

Bocholt, WM forms the nucleus

of LB includes Lebo and DCT-Door

of LB. Today, the company has

Consumer Trade which produce

The history of LB goes back to the

sions and experiencing particularly

and market high-quality doors,

year 1951 when Hans-Hubert Löhr

strong growth in the logistics sec-

space under management and pro-

including entry doors, interior

established the Westmünsterland

tor, spurred on by e-commerce

vides complete logistics solutions

doors and complete door systems.

freight forwarding company in Bo-

and web-based technologies. The

along the entire value chain, from

The newly established LB division

cholt. “Since then, we have grown

sustained success of LB is based

contract, in-house and promo-

Digitalization is represented by

without interruption,” states Mr.

on its commitment to pioneering

tion logistics to packing, transport

FULINO, the Group’s e-commerce

Löhr. In the 1960s, the company

new developments and its perse-

services and returns management.

subsidiary. In addition to individu-

started developing direct trade

verance in overcoming difficulties

WM also offers an extensive range

ally designed online shops as the

of containers between Germany

and obstacles. “Often, we were

of value-added services such as

core product of any e-commerce

and the USA and Canada. “In

ahead of the market with our ideas

assembly, repackaging, labelling,

activity, the company provides

1966, we were the first German

and our thinking,” says Mr. Löhr.

quality control and many more.

consulting, online marketing and

freight forwarder to manage the

“This cost us a lot of money but it

LB’s IT division consists of two

fulfilment logistics services. LB’s

transport of LCL containers from

also gave us a competitive edge.”

companies: Logata Digital Solutions

comprehensive portfolio is rounded

Germany to New York,” Mr. Löhr

This philosophy is also guiding the

in Bocholt and Lanfer Automation

off by majority holdings in Euregio

notes, describing the pioneering

way for LB into the future. “We are

in Borken-Weseke. Offering a high

Personaldienstleistungen, one of

effort. In the 1970s, LB set up

at the forefront of Industry 4.0 and

level of expertise in logistics, IT and

the largest temporary employment

subsidiary operations in Belgium

other digital technologies which

automation, Logata is focused on

agencies in North Rhine-Westphal-

and the Netherlands. In 1989,

lead to completely new, disruptive

secure digital business processes,

ia with 14 locations across Ger-

LB co-founded the parcel service

business concepts,” states Mr.

and warehouse management and

many, and ipacenter which lets out

more than 120,000

m2

of logistics

favourably in all business divi-

provider German Parcel which

Löhr. “Our objective is to be at the

logistics. A special product offered

later became General Logistics

side of our customers to help them

by Logata is logistics mall. “Logis-

Systems (GLS) and was sold to the

make the most of these challeng-

tics mall is a secure, cloud based
software solution that we developed

British Royal Mail Group. “We

ing opportunities.”

❙

reinvested the proceeds from

in cooperation with the Fraunhofer
Institute,” explains Mr. Löhr. “It
covers all logistics operations and
integrates them into easy-to-use

WM Group handles sea, air and
road transport to any destination as fast and efficiently as
possible

apps for every function.” The second IT provider, Lanfer Automation,

business
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Interview with Janusz Gawlina, President of INPOL-KRAK Sp. z o.o.

Hard and heavy,
lithe and lightweight
One hard and heavy, the other lithe and lightweight – INPOL-KRAK
Sp. z o.o. distributes both steel and film products. The Krakow-based
company is particularly strong in precision-welded tubes and polyester film and is continuously developing its range further, with a
distinct focus on highly engineered, value-adding products and longterm partnerships with both customers and suppliers.
INPOL-KRAK is one of the major

drawn tubes, and it is also more

supplier of highly engineered steel

INPOL-KRAK has a strong focus on using
innovative, technologically advanced
materials

Polish distributors of high-quality

flexible and can be bent more

solutions.

dynamic development of INPOL-

steel and film products with lead-

easily. Today, it is one of our main

ing positions in precision-welded

specialties.” INPOL-KRAK devel-

In 2000, INPOL-KRAK started co-

the company entered the film

tubes and polyester film. The

oped the new product into a broad

operating with international manu-

market. “We are one of the bigger

comprehensive steel range in-

diversity of customized solutions

facturers to grow its European

names in the polyester film sector

cludes cold and hot rolled welded

in various dimensions, shapes and

market position. “We are presently

today,” explains Mr. Gawlina. “We

tubes and sections, constructional

thicknesses for different applica-

cooperating with suppliers from

always try to have attractive, tech-

black tubes and special-purpose

tions. The company’s entry into the

Italy, Turkey, Czech Republic,

nologically advanced materials,

tubes, constructional tubes and

market for precision-welded tubes

Austria, Bulgaria, USA, India and

innovative materials others do not

sections, drawn bars, free-cutting

marked its change from a distribu-

of course from Poland,” states Mr.

have.” While developing the flour-

bars, acid-resistant materials,

tor of less-processed products to a

Gawlina. The next milestone in the

ishing film market, INPOL-KRAK

KRAK was achieved in 2004 when

and steel sheets. The film portfolio is comprised of flexible films,
electro-insulating films and rigid

INPOL-KRAK processes a wide range of steel products and has a leading position in precision-welded
tubes

films. Headquartered in Krakow,
the second largest city in Poland,
INPOL-KRAK has branch offices
in Murowana Goślina (Wielkopolska), Kluczbork (Śląsk Opolski),
Tarnowskie Góry (Górny Śląsk),
Radom (Mazowsze) and Gdańsk
(Pomorze). The company was
founded in 1994 and began selling
precision, thin-walled tubes and
sections in 1999. “At that time,
precision-welded tubes were a
rather new material, and we saw its
significant market potential,” says
President Janusz Gawlina. “The
material was much cheaper than
EUROPEAN
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The modern plant in Krakow is equipped with the latest, automated machinery for
high quality results

Drawn bars and precision-welded tubes are the main steel products supplied by
INPOL-KRAK

further strengthened its position in

motive industry, fence producers

film, and aims to respond even

in this strategy that might occur

the steel industry to become one

and the food sector. The company

faster to individual customer de-

is the skills shortage. “It is be-

of the national leaders in precision

has customers all over Poland as

mands. “We are also going deeper

coming more and more difficult

welded tubes. In 2012, the com-

well as in several neighbouring

into service and improving our cus-

to find qualified people,” states

pany opened Tubes Service Center

countries, including the Czech

tomer support,” says Mr. Gawlina.

Mr. Gawlina. “But we have many

in Kluczbork – a new plant for me-

Republic, Ukraine and the Baltic

“Simultaneously, we are constantly

loyal, experienced employees who

chanical treatments of pipes and

States. “Poland is our most impor-

growing our processing capabili-

have been with us for many years.

profiles. The plant is equipped with

tant market but we aim to develop

ties, especially in laser-cutting, in

Besides, we train young people

the latest machinery, including

our presence in the international

order to further advance our range

ourselves. So our vision is intact:

state-of-the-art debarring, washing,

market still further,” explains Mr.

of value-added steel products.”

to continue growing on the basis of

measuring and cutting systems.

Gawlina. “For this purpose, we are

With the Polish economy boom-

first-rate, highly engineered prod-

Also high quality laser services be-

strengthening our internet market-

ing, INPOL-KRAK is dedicated to

ucts that meet today’s and tomor-

long to the company’s portfolio.

ing. Direct customer contact, how-

continuing the growth path the

row’s market demands and that

ever, is the most important.” With

company has been pursuing since

are delivered in the right quality

INPOL-KRAK employs approxi-

both its suppliers and customers,

it developed the fast-evolving mar-

and at the right time.”

mately 50 people and has sales

INPOL-KRAK aims to shape long-

kets for precision-welded tubes

of 17 million EUR. The company

term, lasting relationships. “We are

and polyester film. The obstacle

supplies every quantity required by

committed to long-term, mutually

the customer, both in the steel and

beneficial partnerships and stay

the film segments. In addition, IN-

true to our values such as trust,

POL-KRAK sets itself apart through

keeping promises and reliability,”

superior product quality, outstand-

Mr. Gawlina describes the com-

ing reliability and fast delivery.

pany philosophy. “Often, we are a

“We guarantee the quality and, if

problem-solver for our customers

needed, the same source of our

and deliver an individually engi-

material,” states Mr. Gawlina. “The

neered solution for their special

material is always of the same,

applications and requirements.”

serves a broad variety of markets,

To further advance its market posi-

ranging from radiator companies

tion, INPOL-KRAK is working on

and furniture makers to the auto-

new film materials, such as twist

19 www.european-business.com

ul. Kosiarzy 2
30-831 Krakow
Poland

 +48 12 2900801
 +48 12 2900810
 sekretariat@inpolkrak.com.pl
 www.inpolkrak.com.pl
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Interview with Johann Schmidt, Managing Director of GCT GmbH

Diamonds among tools
A product is only as good as the tools that
made it. Their quality is reflected not only in
the finished product, however, but also in the
production costs: The longer the tools last,
the cheaper production – and thus ultimately the product itself – is. That is why GCT
GmbH in Weingarten, Germany, specializes
in the diamond coating of tools, in particular
for the electronics industry. Once mocked for
its ideas, today the company is the largest
manufacturer of diamond-coated tools in the
world.

Sometimes the time is simply not

chip off. The choice of raw materi-

In the dental sector, diamond-coat-

machining carbon fiber-reinforced

ripe for certain innovations. That

als also has a decisive influence

ed tools are used for processing

(CFRP) and glass fiber-reinforced

was apparently the case 14 years

on the functionality.” In addition

ceramic dentures. Another primary

plastics (GRP). GCT manufactures

ago when GCT started up in Wein-

to producing its own tools, GCT

area of application is the process-

tools for producing the electronics

garten with the development and

also carries out contract coating for

ing of graphite. Small diamond-

for LED daytime running lights for

sale of diamond-coated tools for

other tool manufacturers.

coated tools are also used for

the highly sensitive automotive in-

the electronics industry. “We were

dustry. “The requirements for pre-

too early for the market,” Manag-

cision and cleanliness as well as

ing Director Johann Schmidt says

cost reduction are especially high.

in retrospect. In 2010, the com-

It’s a matter of huge quantities,”

pany established its own diamond

the Managing Director explains.

coating production in Weingarten,

Two thirds of the tools produced by

and the business really got rolling.

GCT are used in LED production

The myriad benefits of high-quality

technology worldwide. “There are

tools have been recognized in the

a lot of applications where people

meantime – demand is growing

don’t know that diamond coat-

steadily. GCT has earned a USP for

ing yields benefits.” These lie in

itself in the market. “There are no

particular in cost savings resulting

direct competitors that offer com-

from longer tool life. “Changing

parable products in this scope.

tools always carries a risk. The

So far no one else has managed

machine could malfunction, and it

to copy our coating process. The

always has to be reset for the new

coating has to last and shouldn’t
EUROPEAN
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sion are significantly higher with

pleted professional training and

East Asia. The rest is from other

our tools. When the volumes are

are then specially trained and in-

European countries and the USA.

large enough, the savings amount

structed there. “As far as the perks

Mr. Schmidt sees growth prospects

to about 25%,” Mr. Schmidt em-

for our employees are concerned, I

especially in Europe in the field of

phasizes. Niche manufacturers for

have no reason to hide from larger

LED lighting. The course is set for

special applications in particular

companies,” the Managing Direc-

growth and investment. “Just in

are increasingly switching to dia-

tor says. That includes flexible

July, we ordered another diamond

mond-coated tools. “The market

working hours with no core work

coating device for one million EUR,

is growing with the increased de-

time and a company mobile. “The

and last year we invested an equal

mands of major manufacturers on

health and well-being of our staff

amount in capacity expansion,” he

electronics, for instance regarding

are very important to me.” As a

reports. Growth of more than 10%

temperatures and reliability.”

special ‘treat,’ every employee can

annually is the goal. His area of

enjoy a 30-minute massage once

expertise is application technology

a month.

and production. “I’m an engineer,

Although it is a matter of perfect
tools, the secret of success lies

first and foremost. It is important

not in the perfection, according to

“At the beginning, a market

for me to recognize problems in

Mr. Schmidt. “Nobody is perfect.

leader asked us, ‘How can you

time and to discuss and commu-

The crucial part, however, is hav-

do something like this?’ Now they

nicate solutions with the customer

ing a production process where

say, ‘Nice job!’ We are known as

and internally with the team.” His

only few mistakes are made and,

specialists for difficult applications

goal is not merely for the technolo-

when they do happen, they are

in mechanical processing,” says

gy to survive in the market. Instead

discovered and eliminated quickly.

Mr. Schmidt. With a staff of 18,

he would like to conquer new ar-

The customer should never get

the company generates turnover

eas of application where diamond

them! Quality assurance must be

of 4.5 million EUR, 40% of which

coating is non-existent as of yet.

organized accordingly.” That works

comes from Germany, Austria and

Interested parties find out more

only with an experienced and well-

Switzerland, where the largest

at the productronica in Munich at

rehearsed team. The employees

individual customers are located.

Hall B3, Stand 503, from 14 to 17

come to the company with com-

Nearly 50% comes from South

November 2017.

GCT GmbH

Josef-Bayer-Strasse 3
88250 Weingarten
Germany
 +49 751 5091580
 +49 751 50915899
 diamond.info@gctool.com
 www.gctool.com
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Only the best:
Diamond-coated tools
are especially longlasting and save costs
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Interview with Harry Nakunst, Managing Director of SlovTan Contract Tannery, s.r.o.

Gold-standard leather
The only seat covering material considered luxurious enough for a highend automobile is leather. Even cars at the lower end of the price spectrum
often have a leather steering wheel. Leather is hard-wearing, durable and
pleasant to the touch. As a natural product, it is also extremely beautiful, especially when dyed. SlovTan Contract Tannery, s.r.o. in Slovakia carries out the
contract tanning of hides for customers in the luxury goods, automotive, aviation and shoe industries and is known for the high quality of its work and its
strong environmental record.

Production drums for semifinished products: wet blue, wet white and wet green
leather

Samming machine mechanically removes water from the processed skins

Before the fall of communism,

a much stronger financial position.

tanning has not enjoyed a very

use of modern tanning methods

SlovTan was a state-owned com-

“We recently increased production

favourable environmental reputa-

based on the latest technological

bine with 3,500 workers. After the

capacity by 50% and are confident

tion. The process of preserving the

standards. SlovTan uses mainly

transition to a market economy in

about the future,” says Managing

skins and making them supple

polymers, vegetable extracts and

the newly created Slovakia, it was

Director Harry Nakunst. “We have

involved the use of toxic chemicals

metal salts. “We operate well

one of three tanneries in the pic-

positioned ourselves in the top tier

and vast quantities of water. In

within EU regulations regarding

turesque city of Liptovský Mikuláš

of contract tanneries and set our-

the past, hides were tanned with

wastewater and are certified to

in central Slovakia. By 2008, how-

selves apart from our competitors

a mixture of animal dung and hu-

Gold status by the Leather Working

ever, SlovTan was the only one left.

through a mixture of high

It has had to streamline its activi-

quality and environ-

ties significantly to avoid going the

mental responsi-

same way as its local rivals, with

bility.”

man urine, and tanneries were
banished to the outskirts
of towns because of
the smell.

employee numbers dropping to

Group,” says Mr. Nakunst. “This
is a vital certification that allows us
to supply major customers such as
Adidas which insist on the highest
levels of environmental respon-

just 200 in 2005. Today, the com-

Historically,

Today, SlovTan

sibility in their supply chains.” In

pany has 430 employees and is in

animal skin

prides itself on its

addition to supplying leather for adi-

EUROPEAN
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SlovTan Contract Tannery, s.r.o.
Priemyselná 1
03101 Liptovský Mikuláš
Slovakia
 +421 44 5477111
 office@slovtan.sk
 www.slovtan.sk

SlovTan’s plant in Liptovský Mikuláš in central Slovakia

Modern vacuum drying facilities at SlovTan

Chemical warehouse – SlovTan uses only chemicals which comply with the latest
EU standards

das football boots, SlovTan is also

use a variety of processes, each of

tion, the company produces leather

keen to look further afield for new

heavily involved in the automotive

which brings different benefits,”

for luxury briefcases on behalf of

customers and hope to expand our

sector. “We are an important link in

says Mr. Nakunst. “Chrome-tanned

luxury goods brands such as Louis

activities in North America.” Hav-

the automotive supply chain pro-

hides are known as wet blue while

Vuitton. Another speciality is the

ing recently invested in increasing

viding semifinished leather for car

other forms of tanning using dif-

production of kangaroo leather for

production capacity, SlovTan is

seats which will be fitted in luxury

ferent chemicals are known as wet

high-end football boots.

confident that its growth targets will

vehicles such as Porsche, Daimler,

white. With both kinds of tanning

Audi and VW,” says Mr. Nakunst.

methods, finished and semifinished

“We are well known in the industry

cent years will pay off. “In common

“Our customers source the animal

articles with unique characteristics

and often benefit from positive

with many companies in our sector,

hides, and we process them to

are produced.”

customer recommendations,” says

it is not always easy to find suitably

Mr. Nakunst. “We have custom-

qualified employees,” admits Mr.

leather in accordance with their

be met and the investment of re-

requirements.” Around 100 t of ani-

SlovTan also produces wet green

ers throughout Europe and are

Nakunst. “Our goal is therefore

mal skins are processed each day.

and crust leather as well as finished

regular exhibitors at key industry

steady and gradual growth that is

SlovTan offers a range of finished

leathers for the furniture, automo-

exhibitions such as Linea Pelle

as sustainable as our tanning pro-

and semifinished products. “We

tive and aircraft industries. In addi-

and TanningTec in Milan. We are

cesses.”

business
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